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Emeneau, M. B.—The Faithful Dog as Security for a Debt:
A Companion to the Brahman and the Mongoose Story-
Type. JAOS. Vol. 61, PL 1. pp. 1-17.	[1016
The story presented in this paper was recorded as a linguistic text
during field-work in South India in 1935-8. The story is that of the
dog which was handed over by its owner to a new owner in security
for a loan. The dog does for its new owner a great service, and his
released to return to its original owner, the debt being considered
cancelled by the great service done by the dog. The original owner,
without enquiry or due consideration, thought the dog was unfaith-
ful and killed it. There was a great grief in consequence when the
true facts were learned. In three versions of the story the old owner
kills himself in remorse. Differences of detail are discussed.
Figueiredo, Propercia Correia Afonso De—No Jardim da
infancia: Os Tapa-Meninos na India Portuguesa.   (Portu-
guese text). BIVG-. No. 49, pp. 43-54.	[1017
A short study of certain words used by elders to frighten children,
in Portuguese India.
Govindasami, S. K—Omens and Divinations in Early Tamil
Religion.   JAC7. XI, Pt. 1, pp. 1-7.	[1018
Discusses  the omens  in the   Tamil literature  and points   out that
omens and superstitions occupied  a Jarge part  of  the  life of  the
ancient Tamils.
Kapadia, Hiralal Rasiklal—Lokssahitya Ane Enu Anveshan
tatha Mulyankan.    (Gujarati  text).     SFGST. VI, Pt, 2,
pp. 229-253, Pt. 3, pp. 443-473.	[1019
The Folklore, its study and value.   Shows how a study of the sources
of  folklore yields rich material for the  history  and   culture of a
natioa   Quotes passages from Gujarati literature.
Mitra, Aehyuta K.—Ponkavari or the Girl who came to life.
MIL XXI, pp. 46-54.	[1020
Relates the tale of :-Ponkavari which1 occurs in a collection of
Bengali folk-tales published by Mr. Jaganendra S. Gupta.
Mitra, Sarat Chandra—Studies in Plant Myths. (New Series
No. IV). On the ancient Greek Myths about Metamor-
phosis of Daphne into the Laurel Tree. QJMS> XXXII,
Pt. 1, pp. 65-68.	[1021
Shows the striking similarity of the ancient superstition to the
modern Bengali belief under the influence of which Hindu householders
place on their houses, pots and plants of the manasa or sij\ as a
charm agajust lightning.

